UNIFIED
COMMUNICATIONS

Our DECT Offering
Low cost, easy deployment.
Find a DECT solution or workstation that supports
your customer’s needs.

The Right Solution For Your Customers Could Be A DECT
Solution
Why DECT?
A low-cost communication solution. DECT headsets and phones require little to no fr equency planning after
initial deployment of the radi o infrastructure. Once this has been implemented, expanding this solution to
meet the needs of a growing office is easily done, adding further base stations and/or terminals as the need arises.
Secure and stable networks. Digital radio technology combined with dynamic channel selection, encryption
technologies and additional authenticaton and identification procedures means DECT solutions are an extremely
secure solution so your customers can be sure they’ll be protected against unauthorised evesdropping. DECT’s
dedicated network also ensures no other technology can be used on them and so reinforces the handset or
headset’s stability and seamless communication enablement wherever the signal has been brought to.
Quality assured. This same dedicated network also assures quality is maintained throughout the DECT
installation without call disruption or reduced audio quality. Additionally, DECT has been designed specifically
with voice in mind which means they’re a robust and realiable communication solution that can withstand all
manner of working environments from general office to heavy industrial.

Nuvias UC’s DECT Vendors

Repeaters &
Cell Stations

Handsets

Headsets

4 Reasons You Should Still Consider DECT in the Digital
Age
DECT phones are designed to fit into busy working environments, allowing users to move about within the office
or industrial workspace with minimum disruption to audio or call quality.
They work near the 1.9GHz frequency band which doesn’t interfere with other wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi
or Bluetooth. This means businesses can operate a multi-communication solution without the worry that one
technology will interrupt the other.
But in this digital age where almost everything can connect to Wi-Fi or comes with its own Bluetooth extensions,
why should companies still rely on DECT communication to keep their employees connected?
We look at 4 reasons why we think DECT is still very relevant in the modern workforce…

Battery
We’ve all been there. You start using a brand-new device and feel like the battery could last forever. It’s days,
sometimes even weeks, before you have to think about re-charging it again. But given how powerful our devices
are, and how much they can do now, this battery will need to be replaced at some point.
Almost all DECT headsets will come with a replaceable battery without the need to replace the whole unit. Where
other solutions may require a full headset replacement, a DECT solution merely requires the cheaper and simpler
alternative of a battery change.
This is particularly useful with large headset projects where replacing the full deployment could come at a
considerable cost.

Security
When on an important call you want the flexibility to take that call wherever you are in the office.
But with that concerns arise over the security of the call and the possibility that unwanted external persons could
tap in and listen.
DECT wireless headsets use a 64-bit encryption that use a constantly changing signal in order to make it difficult
for prying ears to eavesdrop.

Distance
We all know it can be difficult to find a peaceful spot to work while at home away from the noise of family and pets
or in a busy office space. DECT headsets allow for that need and typically offer around 100 meters connectivity
range between the headset and the base station.
As long as businesses manage the number of available channels appropriately, users will be able to make and
receive calls as and when they want, wherever they are within that set radius.

Compatibility
DECT headsets are designed for desk phone, mobile and computer use.
Built so that the individual can take calls using just their headset alone, as if they were using a traditional IP
handset, DECT solutions offer a simple calling solution with a greater flexibility that doesn’t compromise on quality
or security.
DECT phones should still be at the forefront of reseller’s minds when considering larger audio projects in busier
office spaces.
Despite many businesses now working remotely, it’s a necessity that many others still have to distance within an
office or other such communal working environment.
Allowing these customers to communicate effectively with trusted security and limited disruption is as paramount
as its ever been, and DECT solutions can provide just that.

Yealink have been busy building out their DECT
portfolio with some intuitive new solutions.
Their latest releases feature fully optimised
workstations that integrate into an existing MS Teams
eco-system, while featuring optional mobile charging
units. You can find out more about these new releases
here.
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EPOS pride themselves on delivering audio solutions
that embody a sleek and minimalist Scandenavian
design.
Their DECT solutions are no different. Soft ear pads
ensure each product is fit to provide all day comfort
to the wearer, while their patented ActiveGard®
technology protects them from the potential danger of
acoustic shocks.
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Being fully DECT Security Certified, Poly’s
DECT offering assures your customers of their
committement to keeping their communications safe
and secure.
Not only that, but with Poly being one of the global
leaders in enhanced cordless telecommunications,
you know you’re giving your customers reliable audio
solution they can count on.

VVX D230 Phone

Elara 60 Series

Voyager 4200 UC

Savi 7220
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Voyager 5200

Voyager Focus UC

Ways Nuvias UC Support Partners With Hardware Deployment

Lifetime Warranty

Professional Services

Demos and Loans

D-a-a-S Financing

Renewals

Online Webstore

Technical Support

CPE Provisioning

Rely on UC for your DECT offering:
Get in touch:

www.siphonnetworks.com | uc.sales.uk@nuvias.com | + 44 (0) 1635 225000

